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Question: 1  
   
What is the default authentication mechanism in the SAP Cloud Platform? 
 
A. X 509 Certificates 
B. SAP Logon Tickets 
C. Kerberos 
D. SAML 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 2  
   
What are the characteristics of the Audit Information System (AIS)? Note: There are 2 correct answers to 
this question. 
 
A. The report selection variables are configured during setup. 
B. It offers two types of audit reports: system and business. 
C. The roles are built from nodes in the Implementation Guide (IMG). 
D. It can be launched directly using transaction SECR. 
 

Answer: A,B     
 

Question: 3  
   
How are assertion tickets used? 
 
A. They are used for user-to-system trusted login. 
B. They are used for encrypting Web service communication. 
C. They are used for system-to-system encryption. 
D. They are used for system-to-system communication. 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 4  
   
What must be included in a PFCG role for an end user on the Fiori front-end server to run an app? 



 
A. The group assignment to display it in the Fiori Launchpad 
B. The S_RFC authorization object for the OData access 
C. The S_START authorization object for starting the OData service 
D. The catalog assignment for the start authorization 
 

Answer: A,D     
 

Question: 5  
   
Which tools can you use to troubleshoot an authorization issue with a Fiori application? Note: There are 
2 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. /IWFND/ERROR_LOG 
B. /UI2/FLC 
C. /UI2/GW_APPS_LOG 
D. /IWBEP/ERROR_LOG 
 

Answer: A,C     
 

Question: 6  
   
You want to check the custom ABAP codes in your system for security vulnerabilities and you want to 
use the SAP Code Vulnerability Analyzer to carry out these extended security checks. What needs to be 
done for this purpose? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. Run SAP Code Vulnerability Analyzer from the ABAP Test Cockpit 
B. Run SAP Code Vulnerability Analyzer from the transaction ST01 
C. Run the extended syntax check from the SLIN transaction 
D. Run the transaction ST12 to start the analysis 
 

Answer: A,C     
 

Question: 7  
   
For which purpose do you use instance Secure Storage File System (SSFS) in an SAP HANA system? Note: 
There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. To protect the X.509 public key infrastructure certificates 
B. To store root keys for data volume encryption 
C. To store the secure single sign-on configuration 
D. To protect the password of the root key backup 



 

Answer: B     
 

Question: 8  
   
What are characteristics of the SAP_INTERNAL_HANA_SUPPORT catalog role? Note: There are 2 correct 
answers to this question. 
 
A. No role can be granted to it. 
B. It has full access to all metadata. 
C. Object privileges can be granted to the role. 
D. System privileges can be granted to the role. 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 9  
   
You are asked to set up controls to monitor sensitive objects (such as programs, user exits, and function 
modules) in a development system before they are transported to the quality assurance system. Which 
table would you maintain to monitor such sensitive objects before running an import? 
 
A. TMSBUFFER 
B. TMSCDES 
C. TMSTCRI 
D. TMSMCONF 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 10  
   
A user is authorized to run SP01. What can this user access with authorization object S_ SPO_ ACT when 
the 'Value for Authorization Check' field is set to "__USER__"? 
 
A. All spool requests for users in the same user group 
B. All spool requests for all users in the client 
C. All unprotected spool requests for all users in the client 
D. All spool requests for a specific user in the client 
 

Answer: B     
 


